South Korea’s response is considered by many as one of the most effective models against COVID-19 (UN News, 2020). South Korea has flattened the curve of COVID-19 by combining testing, early isolation, and free treatment of positive cases combined with digital technologies without taking to “lockdown” measures (MOEF, 2020; Majeed, Seo, Heo, & Lee, 2020). The average number of new cases per day fell to 6.4 in the first week of May and currently 90% of all confirmed cases have fully recovered (KCDC, 2020). What measures can be emulated in developing countries to combat the spread of COVID-19? What are the lessons for developing countries from South Korea’s approach to COVID-19 in particular?

First, the developing country should equip itself with a robust health and quarantine system of testing, tracing, and treating (3Ts) against infectious diseases. Even at the height of the outbreak in late February and early March, South Korea was able to contain the number of new cases per day to 6.4 in the first week of May and currently 90% of all confirmed cases have fully recovered (KCDC, 2020). What measures can be emulated in developing countries to combat the spread of COVID-19? What are the lessons for developing countries from South Korea’s approach to COVID-19 in particular?

Second, in responding to the highly contagious COVID-19, the developing country should take swift and decisive measures. Even before the first confirmed case of COVID-19 in South Korea, government officials started working with medical companies to develop testing kits (Sisaweek, 2020). In late January, the Korea Centers of Diseases Control approved the very first diagnostic testing kit for COVID-19 (Seegene, 2020). By February, South Korea made international headlines for introducing the world’s first drive-through screening testing centers with the ability to test thousands of people each day.

Third, the developing country should be open and transparent in disclosing all information on COVID-19 to the public. Since the first confirmed case of COVID-19, South Korea has been holding press briefings twice a day (ROK, 2020). The full disclosure of information has in turn rallied the public to join in the efforts for social distancing and preventing the spread of the virus. The developing country should work closely with businesses and civic
organizations. Samsung and LG allowed its training facilities to be used as treatment centers for COVID-19 patients with mild symptoms and NGOs have provided food and survival kits for those under self-quarantine order. The high level of civic awareness and voluntary cooperation was essential in adhering to personal hygiene measures, observing self-quarantine measures and maintaining social distancing.

Lastly, the developing country should gradually and carefully ease quarantine and immigration procedures in line with the health and medical conditions of the country and the local and global spread of COVID-19. Without a complete shutdown of borders, South Korea has managed the risk of the virus arriving from overseas by continuously adapting and fine-tuning measures in border controls. It is critical to ease social distancing and border control measures carefully in stages.

The South Korean approach to COVID-19 may be difficult to emulate even for countries like the U.S. and the U.K. (Majeed et al., 2020), but provides important policy implications for developing countries and needs for strengthening three core competencies: digital technology, efficient health governance, and civic partnership. Digital technology in developing countries will be critical in responding to future crises including pandemics. When establishing the legal basis for contact tracing, the developing countries should prepare adequate measures safeguarding the privacy of infected individuals. The developing country should reorganize its epidemic response governance and maintain decent quarantine and hygiene practices. In particular, health authorities should consider the reorganization of hospitals by the types and severity of diseases to prevent the spread of the virus within the hospitals. And finally, the developing country should strive for cooperation and capacity building in civic organizations. It is a great challenge for developing countries to fight alone against COVID-19. As such, the international community should work to strengthen these accordingly.
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